
Microservices Testing
Services
The microservices architecture will help your business make big strides with its tech
agnostic properties, easier fault isolation, and faster delivery. Simform helps validate
your microservice implementations with business-oriented testing at all stages of
the SDLC.

Optimize cost, speed, and quality with
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Huge savings on regression Catching up bugs much earlier

Re-factor apps with
confidence

Standardization across the
organization

Improved scalability Continuous delivery

How microservices testing
brings value

51% organizations find it
difficult to predict
performance of

microservices in production
environments.

53% consider security
concerns and challenges when

deploying microservices.

50% of organizations using
microservices find it

challenging to integrate cloud
and on-premise
environments.

Microservice architecture is a great invention
and I must say we benefit from it a lot...
However, before developing microservices-
based software, you must think about the
future and prepare for maintenance
beforehand. It’s tricky business.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/susanbaileypierce
https://www.forrester.com/report/Five-Key-Trends-To-Benchmark-DevOps-Progress/RES120481
https://www.forrester.com/report/Five-Key-Trends-To-Benchmark-DevOps-Progress/RES120481
https://www.forrester.com/report/Five-Key-Trends-To-Benchmark-DevOps-Progress/RES120481


Microservices testing is more
complex than testing monoliths
Testing monoliths is arduous but straightforward. Any change requires an engineer
to update the modified version of the server side application. Microservices help
make this long process short with loosely coupled business-focused entities that
can be treated as stand alone applications.

However, the same strategy leads to a lot of moving parts. There are more
dependencies to manage, more technologies in application, more tests to write,
and more outcomes to assess in microservices testing. Managing all of this
requires tremendous expertise and experience and we bring exactly that to the
table.



We are experts in 
microservices testing
Simform helps you find the right
balance of tests by picking and
deploying tests that offer complete
test coverage for your business
functions and optimize the use of
resources during the testing cycle.

We also bring the latest tech and
tools to add efficiency to the test
cycles and make sure no bug goes
unaddressed. With us taking care of
microservices testing you can
expect.

Mountbank Wiremock

VCR HikakuWilma

Mitmproxy

Tools we use



01 Unit tests

Microservices testing in the end-
to-end software testing 

Our microservices 
testing approach

Application testing
services

DevOps QA Automated testing

We ensure each aspect of your
app: functioning, integrations,

usability, performance, and
security is bug-free.

Our QA experts test all the
possible microservice

functionalities while also aligning
their efforts with your DevOps

cycle.

By bringing automation into the
equation, we make the testing

cycle more efficient.

We understand that a single rule doesn’t apply to testing a dynamic microservices
infrastructure. Therefore, we choose and deploy tests at various levels to provide
you maximum test coverage in the most efficient way possible.

02 Functional tests 03 Integration tests

04 Environmental tests 05 System tests

https://www.forrester.com/report/Five-Key-Trends-To-Benchmark-DevOps-Progress/RES120481
https://www.forrester.com/report/Five-Key-Trends-To-Benchmark-DevOps-Progress/RES120481
https://www.forrester.com/report/Five-Key-Trends-To-Benchmark-DevOps-Progress/RES120481
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You are in good hands
Delivery mindset and untiring
commitment to your goals

Intrinsically agile so you can pivot
strategies at will

Transparent culture to keep you
abreast of all developments

Subject matter experts to give you
the upper hand

Cost-effective testing techniques

We are always on time and thrive on
aggressive deadlines

Big enough to scale, small enough
to care

Best coding practices and
comprehensive reviews

Key Deliverables

Detailed test plan with scope of testing for the sprint

Test case document with test case designs for each
microservice

Test case execution with automation, wherever necessary

Manual and exploratory testing

Regular insights with measurable metrics

Detailed test summary report



Transform your business
with Simform! 

Call: (321) 237-2727 
Email: hello@simform.com

www.simform.com

Trusted by
Fortune 500 companies

Let’s chalk-up a comprehensive and cost-effective
test plan for your microservices infrastructure.

Schedule a 30 minute, 

no-cost consulting call now!

http://www.simform.com/

